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1.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME?
GRAMMAR | the continuous aspect

VOCABULARY | names

HOW TO | talk about your background

SPEAKING
1A Read the questions and think about your
answers.
1 What are the origins of your first name?
2 How much do you know about your family
name?
3 Do you have any nicknames? How did you get
them?
4 Do people ever confuse your name or make
mistakes with it?
5 Why do you think some names become
fashionable/unfashionable?
B Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions

N

READING

3A Work in pairs and discuss the
questions.
1 What do you think are the world’s
most common first names?
2 What are the most common family names in your country?
3 Why do you think people change their names?
B Read the article and complete the sentence.

SA

M

PL

Read sentences 1–8 and answer questions
a)–f) about the words/phrases in bold.
1 My given name is Stephen but I have a Greek
surname – Theodorakopoulos – and a Spanish
middle name – Gonzalo!
2 My maiden name is Popova but my married
name is Edelstein.
3 I was named after my grandmother.
4 I’m from a famous family and it’s not easy to
live up to my name.
5 I worked hard for twenty years and made a
name for myself in film.
6 He used to be a household name but young
people don’t know him.
7 I put my name forward for class president.
8 Even though she was innocent, it took her years
to clear her name.

U

2A

E

VOCABULARY names

IT

in Exercise 1A.

a) Which are on your passport/identity
document?
b) Which might change in your lifetime?
c) Which are related to reputation?
d) Which is in honour of someone else?
e) Which means ‘volunteered’?
f ) Which means ‘famous’?

B Work in pairs. Complete the sentences in any
way you choose.
1 One given name that I really like is …
2 I have made/would like to make a name for
myself as a …
3 … should be a household name because he/
she …
4 One job I’d never put my name forward for is
…
5 … is so famous that everyone knows him/her
by his/her nickname: …

8
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The main idea of the text is that …

C Answer the questions.
1 What do the results of Mehrabian’s research show us?
2 Who is Pamela Satran?
3 What does Angela Baron think of employers who give people jobs
on the basis of names?
4 According to Satran, what influences the way people name their
children?

4A
1
2
3
4

Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
Who do you agree with more: Mehrabian or Satran?
How has your name affected you in life?
Why do you think certain names are associated with success?
The research for this article was done in the US. Do you think the
same is true of names in your country?

B What do you think words/phrases 1–8 mean? Use a dictionary
to help you if necessary.
1 frumpy (paragraph 1)
2 get lumped with (paragraph 1)
3 reach the top of the tree (paragraph 4)
4 cut and dried (paragraph 5)
5 call-backs (paragraph 6)
6 take a … dim view of (paragraph 7)
7 celebrities are leading the field in the bizarre forename stakes
(paragraph 8)
8 outlandish (paragraph 9)

13/01/2012 09:21

1.1
THE NAME GAME

GRAMMAR the continuous aspect

1 We’ve all got one – the friend with the impossibly glamorous
name that leaves the Peters, Katherines and Margarets among
us feeling somewhat, well, frumpy. Sometimes life (or in this case
parents) isn’t fair. But it’s not as if the first name you get lumped
with at birth actually has an impact on your success in later life. Is
it?

5A Check what you know. Why is the continuous
form used in these sentences?
1 These days it’s getting easier and easier to change
your name.
2 She’s always talking as if she’s a household name,
but she’s only been on TV once!
3 I’m considering naming my dog after my hero: Che
Guevara.
4 The author of the book has been trying to think of
a good name for months.
5 My partner was reading a book about babies’
names when I got home.
6 I was hoping to borrow your car, if that’s OK.

2 Albert Mehrabian, professor emeritus of psychology at the
University of California, certainly thinks so. ‘Names generate
impressions, just like a person’s appearance can generate a
positive or negative impression,’ he says. ‘But names also have
an impact when you’re not physically present, such as when you
send in a CV.’
3 Mehrabian has researched people’s instinctive reactions
to hundreds of first names. It’s striking how many positive
associations some names carry, and how negative the
connotations of others turn out to be – particularly when it
comes to linking names with ‘success’, which Mehrabian takes
to include ambition, intelligence, confidence and other such
valuable workplace attributes.

B Check your answers. Match uses a)–f) with

IT

N

U

4 So what kind of name does it take to reach the top of the tree
career-wise? Based on research in the US, Mehrabian says that
Alexander scores 100 percent for ‘success’. William gets 99
percent and John 98 percent. For the girls, Jacqueline rates very
highly, as do Diana, Danielle and Catherine. Although Katherine,
Mehrabian points out, does slightly better than Catherine.

sentences 1–6 above.
a) to describe a background action that was in
progress when another (shorter) action
happened 5
b) to talk about something that’s incomplete,
temporary, or still in progress (often emphasising
the length of time)
c) to talk about situations that are in the process of
changing
d) to emphasise repeated actions (that may be
annoying)
e) for plans that may not be definite
f ) to sound tentative and less direct when we make
proposals, inquiries, suggestions, etc.

E

5 But can the impact of a first name really be that cut and dried?
Pamela Satran, co-author of eight baby-naming books, is less
convinced that the power of a name can be quantified.

SA

M

PL

6 ‘There isn’t that much hard evidence that’s absolutely conclusive,’
says Satran. She recalls one American study where researchers
submitted identical CVs to a number of employers. The forename
on half of the CVs was Lashanda, ‘seen as a stereotypical AfricanAmerican name,’ says Satran. The name on the other half was
Lauren – seen as much more white and middle class. In one study,
Lauren got five times more call-backs than Lashanda, says Satran,
but in another study the rate was similar for both names. ‘I’ve
seen similarly conflicting studies,’ Satran adds.
7 Angela Baron, an adviser at the Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development, takes an understandably dim view of
employers who make decisions on the basis of first names.
‘People do make emotive judgements,’ she says, but ‘we
shouldn’t be recruiting people on that basis. Good interviewers
will be aware that what they need to look for are skills,
experience and what [the interviewee] can do for the business.’

8 Celebrities are leading the field in the bizarre forename stakes,
with Jordan (a British model) calling her daughter Princess Tiaamii
and Jermaine Jackson (Michael Jackson’s brother) lumbering his
son with … wait for it … Jermajesty. But non-celebrity parents
aren’t far behind.
9 ‘My pupils have increasingly outlandish names,’ says one
secondary school teacher from north London. She cites ‘poorly
spelt names’ such as Amba, Jordon, Charlee and Moniqua, and
what she calls ‘absurd names’ like Shaliqua and Sharday. How will
such names affect her students when they go out to get a job? ‘I
think it’s a serious disadvantage,’ she says.
10 Albert Mehrabian agrees that ‘deliberately misspelt names are
disastrous.’ But Pamela Satran has a more relaxed take: ‘How
these names are perceived is something that’s changing very
rapidly,’ she says. ‘Celebrity culture and ethnic diversity have
made people much more eager to look for a wide range of
names of their own. The thinking is if you have a special name,
that makes you a special person.’
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➠ page 128 LANGUAGEBANK
PRACTICE

6 Which underlined verbs would be better in the
continuous form? Why? Change them as necessary.
1 John’s not in the office. He might have lunch.
‘Have’ should be in the continuous form because the
action is still in progress.
2 I’m fed up. We’ve waited for an hour!
3 She owns a small house by the river.
4 Can you be quiet? I try to work.
5 The letter arrived today. She had expected news
since Monday.
6 That chicken dish tasted great.
7 Who do these keys belong to?
8 By next September, we will have lived here for
twenty-five years.
9 I work on a project at the moment.
10 My partner made dinner when I got home so I
helped.
7 Complete the sentences to make them true for
you. Make the verbs negative if necessary.
1 I work … / I’ve been working …
2 I study … / At the moment I’m studying …
3 I usually write … / I’ve been writing …
9
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1.1
WRITING a personal profile
Read the personal profile. Where do you think it will appear?

introduction

8A

Author:
Danny Garcia
Date:
February 27, 2011

Hello, everyone. My name is Danny Garcia. I’m a lifelong resident of London,
UK – born and bred here. I’m working to achieve my dream of getting a
master’s degree, and I’m delighted to be in BLED 514, Multicultural Education.
The area of multicultural education has been a long-term interest of mine. It
began when I got my job as an English teacher at a school in London, where I
have worked for ten years. I hope to deepen my understanding of the subject
during this term.
This is not my first foray into higher education. I have a bachelor’s degree in
English which I finished in 2000. It’s quite a shock to go back to university and
jump right into master’s level courses!

reply

IT

My passion is basketball. I used to play every day but I don’t have time now.
I have two great kids who are my world and keep me going. Lily, who’s five,
is the oldest and Justin, who’s three, is the baby of the family. My wife is a
paediatrician and she’s also from London. We met ten years ago when we
were hiking separately and I got lost and she rescued me!

B Read the guidelines for writing a personal profile. To

send message

LEARN TO plan your writing
10A Discuss. Which of the following things do you do
when you write? What does it depend on?
1 Brainstorm ideas.
2 Write notes.
3 Write an outline.
4 Discuss your ideas with someone before writing.
5 Visualise your readers and imagine how they will react to
your piece.
6 Write the first draft quickly and roughly.

M

PL

E

what extent does Danny Garcia’s profile follow them?
1 Share positive things.
2 Keep it short: condense rather than using very long
sentences.
3 Choose specific details and examples, not generalisations.
4 Don’t lie, boast or exaggerate.
5 Keep it informal and friendly.

forward

U

N

I’m looking forward to participating in this class. Good luck, everyone!

SA

9 Which information in the box would you include
in a profile for: a blog, a social networking site, a job
application?
where you’re from family information
likes/dislikes hobbies talents and skills
education/grades/qualifications goals and plans
favourite music/food religious or spiritual beliefs
address pet peeves groups you belong to
job trips and unusual experiences

speakout TIP
When you write, always remember your audience. Who
will read your work? What do they expect (think about
content, length, tone and formality)? What do they know
about the topic? Think of writing as a conversation that
takes place through space and time.

B Look at the outline of a personal profile for a job
application. What job might it be?

Introduction: name and where I’m from
Interests: love children, music, dance
Skills: play guitar & piano, drawing, costume-making
Experience: worked as a summer volunteer in
Bournemouth Children’s Centre, 2010
Goals for the future: run a nursery for 2–4 year-olds
11 Write a personal profile as part of a class profile.
Follow stages 1–4 below.
1 Think about your audience and what you need to include.
Make notes.
2 Write an outline for your profile.
3 Write your profile (200 words). Check it and make any
corrections.
4 Share your profile with other students. What common
features are there in your class, e.g. professions, goals and
plans, where you’re from, etc.?

10
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1.2

WHAT ARE YOU LIKE?
VOCABULARY | personality

GRAMMAR | describing habits

Are you
a good
language
learner?

SPEAKING
1A

Look at the questionnaire. Do statements 1–12 apply to
you? Mark each statement:
✓✓ strongly agree ✓ agree ✗ disagree ✗✗ strongly disagree

B Work in pairs and compare your answers. Are you a good
language learner? What could you do to improve?

GRAMMAR describing habits

Good language learners find
a style of learning that suits them.

2A Look at the questionnaire again and underline verbs/
expressions used to describe present or past habits. Add
examples to complete the table.

1 I’m always watching videos or reading articles
in English and that helps me a lot.
2 I’m quite analytical, so I have a tendency to
focus on the grammar and on being accurate.

1 will + infinitive without to

8 would + infinitive without to
_____________
9 was always + -ing

2 is always + -ing
_____________
3 keep (on) + -ing
other phrases to describe a
present habit

other phrases to describe a
past habit

4 I have an inclination to/I’m
_____________ to
5 I’m prone to/I tend to/I
have _____________ to
6 As a _____________
7 Nine times _____________

11 I was forever making

PL

mistakes.

12 I was prone to
13 _____________

M

B

E

She keeps on calling me.

10 kept (on) + -ing
_____________

SA

1.1 Listen and write sentences 1–3. Check your answers in
the audio script on page 164.

C
1.2 Listen to the sentences being said in two different
ways. What effect does the change in pronunciation have on
the meaning?

➠ page 128 LANGUAGEBANK
PRACTICE

3A
to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Add the words in the box to sentences 1–8.
as

would

is

looking

of

a

keeps

a

I have tendency to sleep in late.
My mother prone to worrying about everything.
He failing his driving test.
I’m not inclined be very laid-back.
I’m always for new things to learn.
A rule, I try not to work at the weekend.
Nine times out ten I’ll be right about my first impressions.
As a child I spend hours reading.

B Make two or three of the sentences in Exercise 3A true for
you. Compare your ideas in pairs.

M01_SPKO_SB_ADVGLB_6392_U01.indd 11

Good language learners are actively
involved in the language learning process.
4 I’m always looking for opportunities to use
and learn the language outside class.
5 As a rule, I’m happy to take risks with
language and experiment with new ways of
learning.

U

I was always looking for new
ways to …

3 I’m an extrovert and I enjoy talking to people.
I learn a lot just by speaking and listening.

IT

past habit

N

present habit

I’ll look for clues that will
help me.

HOW TO | talk about routines/habits

6 I can usually identify where I have problems,
so generally I focus on improving those areas.

Good language learners try to figure out
how the language works.
7 I’m inclined to be very analytical. Like a
detective, I’ll look for clues that will help me
understand how language works.
8 I have a good ear for language, so nine times
out of ten I’ll just know if something is wrong.
I use my instinct and when I don’t know, I
guess.
9 I’m prone to making mistakes with grammar,
so I’ll often compare what I say with what
others say. This helps me to check that I’m
using correct grammar and vocabulary.

Good language learners try to overcome
their feelings of frustration
or lack of confidence.
10 When I started, I tended to
get frustrated because I kept
making mistakes. Now, I’ve
learnt not to be embarrassed.
11 At first, I would spend hours
studying grammar rules, but
I didn’t have the confidence to
speak. So I set myself goals to
improve my pronunciation and
speak as much as possible.
12 I realise that learning a
language takes time and
dedication, and I just need to
keep practising.

11
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1.2
6A What do the following expressions
from the programme mean?
1 sweeping generalisers
2 detail-obsessed nit-pickers
3 obsessive planners
4 last-minute deadline junkies
5 recharge your batteries
6 flat-pack furniture

VOCABULARY personality
4A Work in pairs. Brainstorm adjectives for describing people’s
personalities.
B Look at the words in the box. Give examples of how people with these
qualities might behave.

Someone who is open-minded likes to consider different points of view.
thoughtful perceptive obsessive inspirational over-ambitious
conscientious obstinate neurotic open-minded prejudiced
apathetic insensitive solitary rebellious mature inquisitive

B Listen again. Choose the option,

notices things quickly and understands situations and people’s feelings well.
has an unreasonable dislike of a thing or a group of people.
is not interested or willing to make the effort to do anything.
is determined not to change their ideas, behaviour or opinions.
deliberately disobeys people in authority or rules of behaviour.
spends a lot of time alone because they like being alone.
is unreasonably anxious or afraid.
is willing to consider or accept other people’s ideas or opinions.

N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

IT

C Find a word in the box above to describe someone who:

a), b) or c), which best describes Mariella’s
answer to the question.
1 How do you like to recharge your
batteries at the end of the day?
a) She goes out for a nice meal.
b) She stays at home and reads a book.
c) She watches TV and goes to bed.
2 If you have ever had the opportunity to
put together any flat-pack furniture, how
did you go about it?
a) She always follows the instructions
carefully.
b) She finds the whole process infuriating,
so she doesn’t buy flat-pack furniture.
c) She tends to lose the instructions and
the parts.
3 If you imagine that a friend of yours
gives you a call and says, ‘I’ve just been
burgled.’ What would you do? What
would your reaction be?
a) First, she would ask her friend how she
was feeling.
b) First, she would be concerned about
the practicalities, then she would ask
about feelings.
c) She would only ask about the practical
details.
4 How do you go about doing the food
shopping?
a) She generally keeps a careful list of all
the things she needs. Then she buys it
all online.
b) She hates internet shopping, so she
goes to the supermarket once a week.
c) She buys most of her food on the
internet, but she doesn’t use a list so
she forgets things.

D Work in pairs and write definitions for the other words in Exercise 4B.

U

Choose three words your friends would/wouldn’t use to describe you.

➠ page 148 VOCABULARYBANK

Read the radio programme listing below and answer the questions.

PL

5A

E

LISTENING

B

M

1 What does the Myers-Briggs Test Indicator do?
2 Who uses it?
3 Do you think this type of test can be useful? Why/Why not?

1.3 Listen to the programme and answer the questions.

SA

1 According to the programme, what is one of the biggest stressors at work?
2 What kinds of people do the MBTI test?
3 What kinds of questions does the interviewer ask Mariella?

How Myers-Briggs Conquered the Office
It was created by a mother and daughter team,
neither of whom were trained as psychologists,
yet today it is the world’s most widely used
personality indicator, used by leading companies
like Shell, Procter and Gamble, Vodafone and
the BBC. In this BBC radio programme, Mariella
Frostrup tells the story of The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI), created by Katherine Briggs and
her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers. Participants
are asked a series of questions intended to reveal
information about their thinking, problem-solving
and communication styles. At the end of the
process each participant is handed one of sixteen four-letter acronyms
which describes their ‘type’. ENTPs are extrovert inventors, ISTJs
are meticulous nit-pickers. Mariella finds out what type she is – will it
change the way she works?

C Work in pairs. Answer the questions
in Exercise 6B for you and compare your
answers.

12
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1.2
SPEAKING

VOCABULARY PLUS idioms for people

7A Read about the different types of people in the
Myers-Briggs test below. Mark your position on each
scale to work out your profile, e.g. ENTJ.

8A Look at the idioms in bold and try to work out the
meanings.
1 He’s a bit of a yes-man. He agrees with anything the boss
says.
2 Apparently, the new engineer knows what he’s doing. He’s
a real whiz kid.
3 She knows everything about everyone. She’s the office
busybody.
4 There is never a quiet moment with Kate. She’s a real
chatterbox.
5 It was very annoying of him. Sometimes Joe could be a real
pain in the neck.
6 She is a dark horse. I didn’t know she had written a novel.
7 He’s had plenty of experience. He’s an old hand at the job.
8 My grandmother has the same routine every day. She’s
very set in her ways.
9 Jack has always been a bit of a rebel. He’s the black sheep
of the family.
10 I’m glad we’ve invited Sinead. She’s always the life and soul
of the party.

B Turn to page 158 to read more about your profile. Do
you agree with the description?

Introvert

Extrovert

Enjoys spending
time alone. Tends to
think first, act later.

IT

S

Intuition

Sensing

Likes to change things
and find their own
solutions to problems.
Looks to the future and
tends towards idealism.

B Work in pairs. Which of the idioms in Exercise 8A

PL
M
Thinker

Makes decisions using
objectivity and logic.

SA

T

would you use in the following situations?

1 You have suggested a new way of working, but your
colleague is reluctant to change the way he does things.
2 You feel sure that you can trust the person you have asked
to do a job because he has a lot of experience.
3 Your friend loves talking.
4 You discover that your colleague is the lead singer in a
successful band. She has never mentioned it.
5 You have to complete your tax return by tomorrow. You
hate doing it.
6 Your young nephew shows you how to play a new
computer game. He has already applied to work as a
games developer with Nintendo.
7 Your postman is always asking questions about your
private life.
8 You always invite your sister when you’re having a party,
because she makes people laugh.

E

Uses the practical
information around them to
solve problems. Enjoys the
present and tends towards
realism.

N

N

E

Finds being with others
relaxing. Tends to act first,
think later.

U

I

C Compare your profiles with other students. Are they
similar or different?

Feeler

F

Decides by listening to their
own and others’ feelings.

speakout TIP

J

Judging

Approaches life in a
structured way, making plans
and organising things.

Perceiving

P

Finds structure limiting,
likes to keep their options
open and go with the flow.

Understanding and using English idioms is particularly
important for Advanced learners. Here are four ideas to
help you try to remember idioms.
1 Translation – are any of the idioms in Exercise 8A the
same in your language?
2 Group by topic – do you know any other idioms for
describing personality?
3 Visualise – can you think of images to help you remember
the idioms in Exercise 8A?
4 Personalise – can you use the idioms in 8A to talk about
people you know?

C Use the expressions in Exercise 8A to talk about people
in your own life, or people in the news/film/television/
politics.

➠ page 148 VOCABULARYBANK
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1.3 THIS IS ME …
VOCABULARY | images

FUNCTION | speculating

LEARN TO | use vague language

VOCABULARY images
1A Look at the portraits from the National Portrait Gallery,
London. Read what the sitters said about their portraits and
match quotations 1–3 with portraits A–C. Were they happy
with their portraits? Why/Why not?

It’s very hard to see yourself in the picture or any
image of yourself. But when I look at that now, you see
that was done a few years ago and when I first posed
for Peter I must have been thirty-eight or thirty-nine.
It was unveiled when I was forty. And that this whole
process of having a portrait done, paradoxically because
you know a portrait is supposed to in some way preserve
you, it suddenly made me very aware of my mortality
and I mean I’m approaching forty; yes it’s a great honour
and very flattering. But they say they are going to do a
portrait for the National Portrait Gallery. But of course
I immediately think, oh but that’s where all these dead
people are hung up.
– Kazuo Ishiguro

N
A

SA

M

PL

E

3

I think it’s a wonderful picture. I know it doesn’t make
me look particularly good-looking, but I’m not goodlooking so that’s alright. I don’t feel as though I have
been caricatured or anything, but what I think it does
look like, it looks like a portrait of intelligence. It’s got
this incredible flicker about it, of energy, which is her
energy more than mine, but it’s … my image is invested
in her … her power and her concentration.
– Germaine Greer

U

2

IT

1 I’d rather be thought of as it were through what I’ve
written than my own physical presence because I
think it’s such a dismal physical presence most of the
time. But he doesn’t make me look so … you know …
the usual take on me is that I’m this monkish recluse
and he doesn’t quite endorse that view of me.
– Alan Bennett

B Work in pairs. Check you understand the meaning of the
words in bold. Can you use other words to explain them?
dismal – dull, depressing

FUNCTION speculating
2A

Look at each portrait more carefully. Work in pairs and
discuss the questions.
1 What can you say about the person’s character from the
picture?
2 What job do you think they do?

B

1.4 Listen to people discussing the portraits and
make notes. What do they say about each person’s:
• character/appearance?
• possible job?

C In which portrait do they say the person:
1 has a kind of intensity to their face?
2 looks like he’s in a world of his own?
3 is trying to make a statement: ‘this is the sort of
person I am’?
4 looks intellectual or thoughtful?
5 has something knowing in their eyes, as if they’ve got
a secret?
6 is trying to make a point about how ridiculous or
absurd his life is?

D Listen again to check your ideas.

3 Look at the language used for speculating. Read
audio script 1.4 on page 164 and find some examples
of this language.
I suppose/guess/reckon he’s about …
I’d say he/she looks/doesn’t look …
I wonder what he/she …
I’d hazard a guess (that) …
If I had to make a guess, I’d say (that) …
I’m pretty sure he/she …
There’s something … about him/her.
He/she gives the impression of being …
He/she could be …
It seems like he/she … /It seems to me …
It looks to me as if he/she …
It makes me think (that) maybe he/she …
It might suggest (that) …

➠ page 128 LANGUAGEBANK
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1.3

C

speakout TIP

N

IT

To sound fluent in English, avoid long pauses in your
speech by using fillers like er and erm. Vague language (sort
of/kind of/you know) and hedges (I suppose/probably/I
guess I’d) are also used as fillers. Read audio script 1.4 on
page 164 and find examples of fillers.

6A

5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6

E

PL

M

1
2
3
4

Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets.
I guess she’s a bit lonely. (It / seems / me)
It looks as though he’s angry. (gives / impression)
I think she’s probably an actress. (reckon)
If you asked me, I’d say she was happy with her life.
(had / make / guess)
I’d definitely say that he’s not telling us everything.
(pretty)
I think she could be an only child. (hazard / guess)

SA

4

Correct the mistakes in the sentences.
I’ll be there soon. I just have a couple things to do.
Why don’t we meet at exactly 8-ish?
I left a lot of stuffs at the hotel, but I can pick it up later.
Don’t worry. We’ve got a plenty of time.
We’ve sort finished the accounts.
There’ll be about forty and so people attending.

U

B

LEARN TO use vague language

5 Look at the examples of vague language. Some
are from the conversation in Exercise 2B. Why do the
speakers use vague language? Does it sound formal or
casual?
Vague nouns: thing, stuff, bit

There’s something knowing in his eyes.
Quantifiers: one or two, a few, a couple of, a lot of, plenty of,
loads of, a bit (of )

She looks a bit puzzled to me.
Vague numbers: around, about fifty, more or less, fifty or so

B
1.5 Listen to the corrected sentences. Find
examples of the following:
1 linking between words which end in a consonant sound
and words which begin with a vowel sound.
I just have
a couple
of things to do.
2 elision (when a sound disappears) between two
consonant sounds, e.g. mustbe /mʌsbiː/.
Why don’t˽we meet at about eight-ish?
C Mark the links between words in the following

examples. Try saying the phrases.
1 It looks as if he’s got a lot of work to do.
2 She looks about fifty or so.
3 It’s a bit dark, isn’t it?
4 I’ve got a couple of things to ask.

D

1.6 Listen and check. Then listen and repeat.

Would you say he’s in his sixties?

SPEAKING

Generalisers: sort of, kind of, you know

This guy looks kind of … intellectual.

7A Work in pairs. Look at the portraits on page 158 and
follow the instructions.

List completers: and stuff, and so on, or something (like that)

B If you had a portrait painted of you, where would

He could be a novelist or a playwright, or something like
that.

you be? What kind of portrait would you like to have?
Compare your ideas with other students.

15
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1.4

FRANCESCO’S VENICE
DVD VIEW

DVD PREVIEW

4 Watch the DVD. Number the scenes in the
order they appear.
a) Francesco stands on the balcony and looks
across the canal.
b) He sails a small boat and looks at the house.
c) He walks through the house.
d) He imagines his ancestors and other people
inside the house.

1

Work in groups. Look at the photo and discuss the
questions.
1 What do you know about this city? Think about its
geography and history.
2 Have you been there? Would you like to go?
3 What would it be like to live in Venice? How might it be
different from where you live now?

2

Read the programme information. Why do you think
Francesco is a good person to host the programme?

5A
2
3
4

B Watch the DVD again to check.

6

Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
1 What did you think of Francesco’s house?
2 What did you find interesting about his story?
3 Does your personal family history involve any
particular countries or cities? Which ones?

SA

M

PL

E

U

rancesco’s Venice is a BBC documentary that tells the
story of the great Italian city, Venice. Francesco da
Mosto, a historian and writer, explains how this city – with
no firm ground, no farmland and no army – acquired its
power and fame. During the series, da Mosto describes the
city’s history and shows
how his own family’s
fortunes have been
closely related to the
fortunes of Venice. In
this episode, he goes to
a house that his family
built centuries ago and
imagines his ancestors’
lives as merchants.

N

F

Francesco’s Venice

IT

1

Answer the questions.
Why does the story of his ancestors’ home
break Francesco’s heart?
When did his ancestors build the house?
What happened to the house in 1603?
Apart from living there, what did his ancestors
use the house for?

3 Complete the sentences about Francesco’s house
with the words in the box.
warehouse storeys
modest showroom

bequeathed
rotting

1 The house is damp and in terrible condition, and the
wood is ________.
2 Chiara da Mosto ________ the house to another family
after falling out with her relatives.
3 This room was a ________. They used it to store goods
before selling them.
4 It served as a ________. They used it to show goods to
clients.
5 It used to be a more ________ building, not as big or
beautifully decorated as now.
6 The house was two ________ high. The living room was
on the first floor.

16
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speakout a possession

writeback a description of an object

7A

1.7 Listen to someone talking about a
treasured family possession. What is the object?
What does she say about the points below?
• Background: the history of the object.
• Physical description: what it looks/feels/sounds/
smells like.
• Value: why it is so important.
• Memories: what feelings or stories are associated
with it.

9A Read a description of an object. Why is the object
special to the writer?
I own an antique gramophone player that belonged
to my grandfather and then my father. It was made in
Germany in the 1920s and has a heavy base made of
pine wood and a large brass horn. In the days before
cassette players, CDs and iPods, this is how people
listened to music at home.
The gramophone reminds me of my childhood
because when we went to my grandfather’s house
in Essex, near London, he used to play records on it.
While his grandchildren were running and bellowing
all over the house, he would be sitting there drinking
tea and listening to a scratchy recording of a Bach
sonata or Fauré’s Requiem.

B Listen again and tick the key phrases you
hear.

IT

keyphrases
(It) has been in my family for four generations.
My grandmother inherited it.
It has sentimental value.
(It) was bequeathed to me.
I should repair it.
I will always treasure it.

U

N

When he died, the gramophone was handed down to
my father. It sat in the corner of the living room where
a light skin of dust settled upon it. It was a piece of
furniture, an heirloom that no one used or noticed
but that just seemed to belong there, just as now it
belongs in its own special corner of my living room. I
don’t know if many people nowadays would recognise
a gramophone if they saw one, but I treasure the
object because of the memories associated with it.

E

8A Now think about a treasured possession
of your own or a place that is special to your
family. Make notes on the points in Exercise 7A.

PL

B Write about an object or place that is important

B Work in groups and take turns. Tell each

to you. Use the key phrases to help.

SA

M

other about your possession/place.

17
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1.5

LOOKBACK

NAMES

DESCRIBING HABITS

1

3A

3

4

5

4A Complete the words in
sentences 1–6.
1 We’re m__________ enough to
disagree but still respect each other.
2 You’re right. I hadn’t noticed. That’s
very pe__________ of you.
3 He was a very o__________ man.
He refused to do what I asked.
4 She is a c__________ teacher. She
prepares her lessons carefully.
5 It’s important to remain
o__________-m__________ and
consider all options.
6 I’d have asked more questions,
but I didn’t want to seem too
i__________.

M

B Work in pairs. Discuss why we

use the simple or continuous forms
in the sentences above.
In 1a) it’s a future plan so this uses
the present continuous.

5A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
a)
b)
c)
d)

Match the sentence halves.

I reckon
If I had to make a guess,
I wonder if
She gives the impression
I’d hazard
There’s something
It looks to me
I’m pretty
as if Nataly has an artistic streak.
a guess that Felix has a tendency to
be a little absent-minded.
Guido’s probably obsessive about
keeping his house tidy.
of being a little apathetic about
politics.
sure that Olga is a fitness fanatic.
I’d say that Monika is a
conscientious student.
Alex has a solitary side to his
nature?
mysterious about Martha.

IT

N

PERSONALITY

SA

2

b) Harada is Japanese. He
________ from Osaka.
a) I ________ a cold for two weeks
– I can’t seem to get rid of it.
b) I ________ tennis lessons for
two years.
a) My office ________ painted
yesterday so I worked from
home.
b) The garden ________ really
beautiful when I was a child, but
now it’s a mess.
a) The children ________ homesick
at all – they love travelling.
b) The economy ________ any
better so our jobs are still at risk.
a) They knew me already because
I ________ for that company
before.
b) I was exhausted because I
________ for sixteen hours
without a break.

in the sentences above to write three
or four sentences about your partner
(guess if necessary). Then compare
your sentences to check.
A: I guess you’re prone to leaving
things until the last minute.
B: Actually, I tend to be quite
organised.

U

2A Complete the pairs of sentences
using the same verb. Use one simple
form and one continuous form.
Some verbs are in the negative.
1 a) My friend ________ to visit next
week.

B Work in pairs. Change information

E

THE CONTINUOUS ASPECT

Find and correct the mistakes in
sentences 1–6. There is one mistake
in each sentence.
1 I’m prone leaving things until the last
minute, and then I always have to
rush.
2 I don’t tend needing as much sleep
as I used to.
3 I keep forget people’s birthdays.
4 My parents were always very strict
and they wouldn’t to let me out late
at night.
5 I’m more inclination to phone
people than to send them a text.
6 I’m always tidy my house. I can’t
stand it when it’s in a mess.

PL

Underline the correct
alternatives.
1 He was innocent but it took him
years to live/clear/make his name.
2 I was named before/after/of my
grandfather.
3 My married name is Kovacs but
my maiden/principle/single name is
Warsawski.
4 Zara made a name for
self/her/herself as the best designer
in the business.
5 He’s a good actor but not a
house/household/family name like
Brad Pitt or Johnny Depp.
6 His real name is Keanu but his
nickname/friendly name/fun name is
Nunu.

SPECULATING

B Work in pairs and take turns.

Choose a word from Exercise 4A and
describe an occasion when you can
be like this. Can your partner guess
the word?
A: In the office, I work hard and make
‘to do’ lists.
B: Conscientious?

e)
f)
g)

h)

B Write two or three sentences

speculating about things that might
happen in the next year. Compare
your ideas with other students.
If I had to make a guess, I’d say
that the government will change
within the next twelve months. I’m
pretty sure this government won’t get
through the next elections.

VIDEO PODCAST
Watch people
talking about how
families influence
our personalities on
ActiveBook or on the
website.

ic BBC
Authent

s

interview

www.pearsonELT.com/speakout
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UNIT 3
SPEAKING
Describe a holiday memory
Talk about your work space
Present a proposal
LISTENING
Listen to people describing
their work spaces
Listen to a proposal for a
city improvement scheme

UNIT

Watch a BBC travel
programme about Africa

3
M
PL

E

U

N

IT

READING
Read an article about
memorable holiday
moments
Read a city guide
Read a report about
solutions to urban problems
WRITING
Write a guidebook entry
Write a documentary
proposal

SA

BBC CONTENT
Video podcast: What is
your favourite place?
DVD: An African Journey

places
Lonely planet

p32
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Welcome to perfect city p38
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3.1 LONELY PLANET
GRAMMAR | noun phrases

VOCABULARY | landscapes

HOW TO | describe a place

A

VOCABULARY landscapes
1A Work in pairs. Match the words in the box with
synonyms 1–8. Use a dictionary to help you.
picturesque tranquil bustling magnificent
ancient
deserted run-down unspoilt
shabby, dilapidated, in a bad state run-down
calm, quiet, peaceful
stunning, breathtaking
old, historic
unchanged, not altered by tourism
busy, full of people and noise
beautiful, lovely, pretty, attractive, pleasant
empty, uninhabited

Every month the BBC Lonely Planet
Magazine runs a photo competition.
They ask readers to send in pictures
they have taken on their travels and
tell the story behind them.

IT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B Complete the sentences with adjectives from
Exercise 1A.

N

1 Sangkhlaburi, Thailand: Taking the plunge

U

M
PL

C Look at the photos. Use the vocabulary to describe
the scenes.

READING

SA

2A Read the introduction to the article. Who took
the photos? Can you guess where they were taken?

B Read the article and match stories 1–3 with photos
A–C.

‘We were in a long-tail boat crossing the Khao Laem reservoir
in Sangkhlaburi, close to the Burmese border in Western
Thailand, when our driver took us on a detour to Thailand’s
longest wooden bridge. As he cut the engine and we idled up
to the bridge for a closer look, some local boys were enjoying a
bombing (diving) competition. When they saw us, they seized the
moment to showcase some of their diving and one after the other
plunged into the water. We were only there for a few minutes but
this impromptu performance remains one of the highlights of
my time in Thailand. This shot embodies the spontaneity of the
country, and its people’s vibrancy.’
Alistair McDonald was on a two-week holiday in Thailand.

E

1 The flower market was ______ with shoppers.
2 The view from the tower was ______.
3 We wandered around the ______ walled city. Life
there hadn’t changed for centuries.
4 Tourists haven’t discovered the area yet, so the
beaches are completely ______.

C Read the article again and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4

How did Alistair arrive at the scene?
What example(s) of spontaneity does he mention?
What is the Malecón and what happens there?
Which things in the photo and the text capture the
essence of Havana for Anthony?
5 What is special about the houses in Matera?
6 How did Greg feel when he left the town?

SPEAKING
3A Think of a ‘snapshot’ moment of a special
holiday. Think about where you were, what kind of
holiday it was, how you felt at the time and why the
memory is important to you.
B Compare your ‘snapshot moments’ with other
students. Who has the best description/story?

2 Havana, Cuba: Seeing the light
‘The Malecón is a five-mile-long, six-lane sea road, laid out
by US Marines from 1901 and fronted by nineteenth-century
buildings in various states of disrepair. It is where Habaneros*
hang out and party at the weekends and is the unique fingerprint
of Havana. When I got there, the sun was starting to set. There
was a warm breeze blowing and a strong sea swell, with waves
crashing against the sea wall. The sun was barely peeping through
the clouds when I noticed a 1950s Pontiac approaching in the
distance. I waited until it drew closer before pressing the shutter.
For me this photo captures the essence of Havana: a uniquely
photogenic city frozen in time for fifty years.’
Anthony McEvoy was in Cuba for work and a short holiday.
*Habaneros – people born in Havana, Cuba

3 Matera, southern Italy: Time stands still
‘Nothing could have prepared me for my first sight of the Sassi
di Matera. I wasn’t sure what to expect from a cave town where
the locals live in the same houses as their ancestors did 9,000
years ago. I felt like I’d wandered onto a film set. The jumble of
stacked cave houses appeared to tumble down a ravine. Adding
to the magic of the place was the fact that I was the only person
there and it felt like a ghost town. I left feeling slightly humbled
– maybe it was knowing that my hotel room was once a cave
dwelling for a family of ten and their livestock!’
Greg Jackson spent his summer holiday last year in Italy.
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3.1
PRACTICE

5 Put the words/phrases in the correct
order to make sentences.
1 home-made / a slice of / chocolate /
delicious / on top / cherries / with /
cake
2 a / mountain bike / bright red / with
fifteen gears / heavy-duty / brand new
3 Greek / seafood / it’s a / of the best /
fresh / restaurant / some / small / in the
area / which serves
4 cashmere / very expensive / black / with
extra-long sleeves / a / jumper
5 with / a / soup / traditional / freshlybaked / bean / Tuscan / bread.
6 a / medieval / castle / ancient / steep /
on top of a very / hill / fascinating

4

U

GRAMMAR noun phrases

N

C

E

Look at the ways in which noun phrases can be modified. Add the
underlined sections in the text to the appropriate category below.

M
PL

Rules:
A noun phrase is a group of words which functions as a unit to describe
the noun. Information can be added before or after the noun in different
ways.
1 Compound nouns
A noun can be used to modify a noun. Sometimes these are written as
two words, sometimes as one word, and sometimes they are hyphenated.
cave houses
fingerprint
candy-floss 1_______________
2 Compound adjectives
Adjectives can be used to modify the noun, using hyphens.
long-tail boat (a boat with a long tail)
When the noun part is plural, it becomes singular in a compound.
nine-year-old girl (the girl is nine years old) 2_______________
3 Adverb + adjective combinations
refreshingly cool breeze 3_______________
4 Adjectives
When several adjectives come before the noun, they need to be in a
specific order.
Value adjectives (which give your opinion) come first, followed by size,
age, shape, colour, origin and material.
delicious slice of home-made apple pie 4_______________
5 Prepositional phrases and participle clauses
These occur after the noun.
Prepositional phrases:
a camera for filming short video clips 5_______________
Participle clauses:
waves crashing against the sea wall 6_______________

SA

6A Look at the extra detail added to the
noun phrases below. What parts of speech
in Exercise 4 have been added each time?
The shop serves tarts and coffee.
1 The shop serves custard tarts and good
coffee.
custard tarts = compound noun; good coffee
= adjective + noun
2 The shop serves delicious hand-made
custard tarts and extraordinarily good
strong black espresso coffee.
3 The shop serves delicious hand-made
custard tarts with a sprinkle of cinnamon
on top and tiny cups of extraordinarily
good strong black espresso coffee.
4 The old pastry shop in central Lisbon
serves delicious hand-made custard tarts
with a sprinkle of cinnamon on top and
tiny cups of extraordinarily good strong
black espresso coffee.

IT

B

B Work in pairs. Add more detail to the

following noun phrases.
The man lives in a house.
There was a piece of cheese on the table.
The shop sells furniture.
The boy enjoyed the cake.
The streets were empty.
The bus was crowded.

1
2
3
4
5
6

C Write three complex noun phrases
describing:
1 a place you have visited.
2 something you have enjoyed eating/
cooking.
3 something you bought recently.
D Compare your sentences with other
students.

➠ page 132 LANGUAGEBANK
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3.1
WRITING a description of a place

LEARN TO add detail

7A

8A What kinds of details did the writer
add to improve the sentences below?
1 Trams travel along the streets of the old
town, where many locals walk.
2 In Alfama, people gossip in the public baths,
or in restaurants where they enjoy bread,
wine and traditional Portuguese music.
3 In Bairro Alto, you can find many
restaurants and bars which play live music.
4 Nightclubs around the town can be found
in all kinds of interesting places, near the
docks and in old mansions.
5 In Lisbon you can do many things, like enjoy
a coffee at a pavement café, go windowshopping or visit the castle.
6 Outside Lisbon, it is worth visiting the town
of Sintra, and also beaches and fishing
villages along the coast.

Read the Lonely Planet guidebook entry for Lisbon. Make notes
about the city under the following headings.
• Location
• Nearby sights
• Things to see/do
• History
• Architecture
• Food and drink
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speakout TIP

N

E

U
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PL

A

ors (Muslim people from

Mo
* Moorish – relating to the

Northern Afr ica)

B Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
1 What tense(s) does the writer use to describe Lisbon? Why?
2 Do you think the language in the article sounds formal or informal?
Why?
3 Do you think the writer likes the place? Why/Why not?

Add colour. Details help to make your
writing more colourful and interesting for the
reader. Try to use a rich range of vocabulary
and add details (colours, shapes, sounds,
smells, tastes, feelings) to help the reader
experience your description. Underline the
sections in the article which add colourful
detail to the description.

B Read the description below. Underline
phrases which refer to the senses and
identify each sense.

Approaching the central square, you can
hear the voices of the market sellers,
advertising their wares. The sweet smell
of fruit ripened in the hot sun lingers in the
air, mixing with the aroma of strong, fresh
coffee and petrol fumes from the small,
three-wheeled motorised vans the local
farmers, or ‘contadini’, use to bring their
produce to market. Each stall has mountains
of different coloured fruits and vegetables,
firm red peppers, purple beans, tomatoes of
all shapes and sizes. There’s a liveliness in the
air, as the old ladies haggle over the price of
the cherries and wave their arms in rebuke
at the younger workers.

9A Plan a guidebook entry. Choose a place
you know well. Make some notes using the
headings in Exercise 7A. Think about how
you can add some interesting detail.
B Write your guidebook entry (200–250
words).
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3.2

YOUR SPACE
VOCABULARY | adjectives

GRAMMAR | relative clauses

HOW TO | talk about a personal space

A

SPEAKING
1A Work with other students. Look at the
photos and discuss the questions.
1 What can you guess about the profession/
age/gender of the people who work in
these rooms?
2 Do you think these rooms look like good
spaces in which to work? Why/Why not?
3 What type of space is good to work in?
What qualities does it need (e.g. light, view,
furniture)?

B

B Match quotations 1–3 with photos A–C.
Check your answers on page 162.

IT

1 ‘This room sold the place for me because it
gets the morning sun and then that’s it.’
2 ‘I have to have a lot of colour around me. It
makes me feel happy.’

N

3 ‘When I’m in my chair I feel like Goldfinger
or one of the other Bond villains.’

2A

C

SA

M
PL

Read descriptions 1–6. Are they from
an advertisement, a ratings website, or a
piece of fiction? How do you know?
1 Beautiful, roomy Suffolk cottage. Spacious
living area, generous bedrooms, sleeps
eight, shady patio for outdoor dining; call
01865 558569
2 Danziger’s gloomy, airless room suited his
mood. He lay on the mattress, listening to
the whirr of the water pipes, and wondered
where his youth had gone.
3 We found the room comfortable, even
though the décor – bright yellow and green
stripes – was a bit gaudy. It also got quite
chilly at night.
4 Airy flat. Huge windows. Sunny living room.
Peaceful location. Sleeps four. € 895 per
month.
5 Entering through a grey door, she saw grey
walls enclosing a grey space and said, ‘What
a dreary room. This looks like a good place
to die.’
6 The room was a bit poky. There wasn’t
much space, but for £60 a night in London,
we couldn’t complain.

E

VOCABULARY adjectives

U

C Discuss. What is good or bad about the
space where you work or study?

B Underline all the adjectives in Exercise
2A. Which are positive and which are
negative? Think of more examples to
describe a place or room.

speakout TIP
Many descriptive adjectives end in -y. Some come from the root word,
e.g. dirty, noisy, smelly. Others do not have a root word, e.g. happy,
pretty, silly. So, if we don’t know the meaning, we need to guess from
the context. Do the adjectives in exercise 2A have a root word?

3A Are the bold vowel sounds long or short? Underline the odd
one out in each set.
1 dreary/city/really
4 hockey/jokey/poky
2 gaudy/body/naughty
5 shady/ready/daily
3 gloomy/footie/roomy
6 bury/airy/ferry
B

3.1 Listen and check. Then listen again and repeat.

➠ page 150 VOCABULARYBANK
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3.2
6A Check what you know. Look at comments 1 and
2 in Exercise 5 and underline the relative clauses.
Which is a defining relative clause? Which is a nondefining relative clause? What is the difference?

LISTENING
4A

3.2 Listen to two people describing the space where
they work. What types of space do they describe? What is
good and bad about them?

B Underline the relative clauses in comments 3–6.

B Listen again. Who uses the following phrases: speaker 1 or

C Match descriptions a)–f) with the relative clauses
in Exercise 5.
a) a formal sentence in which a preposition comes
before the relative pronoun (which/who/when, etc.)
5
b) a fixed prepositional phrase with which or when in a
non-defining relative clause
c) the possessive whose (used only before nouns)
d) a relative pronoun after some of, all of, none of, etc.
e) a defining relative clause with no relative pronoun
f ) a defining relative clause in which the relative
pronoun (who, which, etc.) can be replaced by that

speaker 2?

open plan one drawback all crammed up
a stone’s throw away somewhere nice to hang out
it gets quite chaotic a little haven of tranquillity

C Work in pairs. Use some of the phrases in the box to
describe where you work or live.

IT

D Work in pairs and answer the questions.

SA
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E

U

N

1 In what kinds of clauses can you sometimes use that
instead of who, where, when, etc.?
2 Why is a comma used in sentences 2, 4 and 5 before
the relative clause?
3 Which relative pronoun has been omitted from
sentence 3? Why is this possible?

GRAMMAR relative clauses

5 Read six blog comments from people describing where they
work. Do you sympathise with their views?
1

Most people who do creative work need a quiet place, but I need
noise and movement and chaos to create anything.

2

I’ve shared offices with lots of great talkers, none of whom were
bad people, but I need silence to work.

3

My work space can be anywhere I feel physically comfortable,
warm and relaxed.

4

I shared an artist’s studio for two years. One day I arrived to find
six people asleep on the floor, at which point I decided to work
from home. Home is the best work space for me.

5

I love antiques, so everything in my house is old. Even the leather
chair, on which I sit every day, is an antique.

6

The best work spaces for me are those whose major characteristic
is brightness. I just need big windows.

➠ page 132
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PRACTICE

7
1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

Cross out the incorrect option in each sentence.
My aunt and uncle, _______ cook well, spend most
of their time in the kitchen.
a) both b) both of whom c) who both
That’s the run-down little bar _______ we first met.
a) in which b) where c) which
The hill _______ overlooks a secluded hotel off the
beaten track.
a) on where the castle was built b) on which the
castle was built c) which the castle was built on
The group of friends, _______ I’ve known for ages,
went on a yearly holiday together.
a) who b) of which c) a few of whom
We decided to go home in 1997, _______ we had
travelled to thirty-five countries.
a) at which point b) since when
c) by which time
The food _______ they served was wonderful.
a) –
b) that c) what
We watched the election, _______ was never in
doubt.
a) the result of which b) that result
c) whose result
She was the person _______ for our information.
a) on whom we relied b) whom we relied
c) who we relied on
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3.2
10A

Read the text again. Find and underline
an example of each prefix in the first column of
the table.

SPEAKING
8A Design your ideal space for work/study. Think about the
following topics and make notes.
• type of room
• decoration
• size
• special features
• objects/furniture
• view

prefix

meaning

example

de ir im
non un

negatives/
opposites/reverse

degenerate

B Work in groups. Take turns to describe your ideal space.

under
mal

mis

VOCABULARY PLUS prefixes

pre

post

9

pro

anti

T R AV E L

Hotel Chelsea

with the meanings in the box.

negatives/opposites/reverse size or degree
time (before or after) wrong or bad
attitude or opinion (for or against)

C What types of words do we use the prefixes
with (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives)?
We use un- with adjectives like uninteresting and
unhappy, and adverbs like unfortunately.

N

To say that the Hotel Chelsea has an interesting history would be an understatement.
Since the early twentieth century, the hotel has been home to dozens of
celebrities. The fame of the building itself pre-dates its fame as a hotel; when it
was constructed in 1883 as a block of flats, it was New York’s tallest building.
It became a hotel in 1905. Although prosperous at first, during a period of
maladministration the hotel began to degenerate. It went bankrupt and changed
hands in 1939. Its proactive new managers soon got it up and running again and,
in the post-war era, its fame grew.
As a part of the New York artistic scene, the hotel is irreplaceable. Its famous
residents have included actors, artists, singers, writers and numerous antiestablishment figures. Frida Kahlo, Jean-Paul Sartre, Jackson Pollock, Marilyn
Monroe, Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix, Madonna and Uma Thurman all lived there for a
while, and the hotel has been immortalised (and some would say overexposed) in
dozens of songs, books and films (9½ Weeks, The Interpreter). Always a place of
non-conformity, the hotel’s management sometimes allowed penniless residents
to pay for their rooms with artworks, some of which still hang in its lobby today.
Its famous residents have found the hotel conducive to creativity. Arthur C Clarke
and Jack Kerouac wrote, respectively, 2001: A Space Odyssey and On
the Road while living in the hotel, and Madonna used it for
a photo shoot for one of her books. Unfortunately, the hotel
is also associated with artistic misbehaviour
and tragedy. One of numerous examples of
wild adventures behind its closed
doors, the poet Dylan Thomas
collapsed in room 205 of the
hotel after partying too hard.
He died four days later.

B Complete the second column of the table

IT

Read about a hotel. Why is it famous?

over

SA

M
PL

E

U

D Work in groups. Add your own examples to

the third column of the table.

11

One statement about prefixes is true.
Correct the false statements.
1 When we add a prefix to the root word, the
spelling of the root word usually changes.
2 We cannot add more than one prefix at a time
to root words.
3 Learning to recognise prefixes helps us to build
our vocabulary and guess unknown words.
4 There are rules that tell us which prefixes we
can add to each root word.

12A
1
2
3
4
5

Complete the words by adding prefixes.
a place that is ___known to most tourists
because it’s ___exposed in the media
a hotel, restaurant, bar or café that looks
___descript but is ___rated
a hotel, restaurant, bar or café that you think is
___attractive and a bit ___rated
a building that is ___inhabitable because it was
___managed in the past
a threatened habitat that is ___replaceable, but
___possible to save

B Work in pairs. How many examples of places
in Exercise 12A can you think of? Compare your
ideas with other students.
A place that is unknown to most tourists is
Regent’s Canal in London. You can walk nine
miles along it from Camden Market to Little
Venice, and it’s great!

➠ page 150 VOCABULARYBANK
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3.3 WELCOME TO PERFECT CITY
FUNCTION | making a proposal

LEARN TO | suggest modifications

VOCABULARY | city life

VOCABULARY city life
1A

Work in groups and discuss the questions.
1 Have you been to any of the cities in the photos?
2 What do you think might be good about living in
them? What problems might there be?
3 What is good and bad about the city or town
where you live?
4 What other problems connected with urban living
can you think of?
It can be quite stressful because everyone’s always
in a rush.

B Read the article. Does it mention any of the

São Paulo

Welcome to Perfect City

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

N

amenities infrastructure congestion
abandonment tolls regeneration

U

1 The best thing to do with loitering teenagers is to give
them _______ such as sports facilities.
2 The city can’t host a major international event because it
doesn’t have the _______. The transport links are poor
and the power supply often fails.
3 The _______ of run-down old buildings used to be a real
problem where I live, but the area has undergone urban
_______, so now it’s full of nice shops and houses.
4 There’s always traffic _______ in the city centre. They
should introduce more _______, so people have to pay
to bring cars into the centre.

M
PL

E

Environmental psychology is a field of science
that looks at the ways in which we are affected by
our surroundings. Almost every aspect of the built
environment, from the colour of hospital walls to the
type of grass used in parks, can have a dramatic impact
on crime, health, education, commerce and happiness.
BBC Focus Magazine reports on how psychologists are
teaming up with designers to build spaces that are safer
and healthier.

2A

IT

issues you discussed in Exercise 1A?

SA

Classic trick
In the mid-nineties in Montreal, it was discovered
that playing classical music through the public address
system would drive away crowds of loitering teenagers
and cut crime. The idea soon caught on. Now, classical
music is played in over sixty underground stations in
London.

Stop signs
Sometimes less is more – towns such as Bohmte in
Germany have found that the best way to slow traffic
is to remove all road signs and markings. Without these
guides, drivers have to slow down and negotiate rights
of way with other drivers, cyclists and pedestrians.
Dipping distractions
Researchers in Manchester found that pickpockets
took advantage of pedestrians distracted by confusing
environments. By removing visual clutter and making
spaces easier to navigate, pedestrians are more aware of
their surroundings and less likely to become victims of
crime.
Delays stress
Commuting long distances isn’t necessarily stressful,
but delays are. A study of rail commuters found the
highest levels of stress hormone cortisol among those
who perceived their journey as unpredictable. Realtime transport updates, such as a text message sent to
your phone letting you know exactly when the next
bus will arrive, have been found to reduce stress.

B Which three words in the box contain suffixes that

turn them into nouns? What are the root words of these
nouns?

FUNCTION making a proposal
3A

3.3 Listen to someone proposing an idea to
improve an area of their city. What is the idea? What is
the speaker proposing to do now?

B Complete the notes. Then listen again to check.

– Harrogate Council to set up cycle hubs in the next
1______________ years.
– Idea: to increase 2______________ use.
– Hubs to go in the city 3______________ , where
many cyclists go.
– Will make the environment 4______________ for
cyclists.
– Benefits of cycling: fast, good for environment,
5______________ and good for fitness.

38
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3.3

IT

LEARN TO suggest modifications
6 Look at phrases a)–f) which are used to suggest modifications or
changes to a proposal. Answer questions 1–4.
a) I’d like to propose a compromise.
b) Let’s try to come up with a solution.
c) Let’s look at it another way.
d) How about if we combine our ideas?
e) Is there any way we can reduce the costs?
f ) Is there any leeway regarding the schedule?

SA

M
PL

Introducing your proposal
Just to give a bit of background information, …
1____________________________
Stating the purpose
The aim of the project is to …
2____________________________
Describing your idea
What we plan to do is …
3____________________________
Justifying your idea
This solution will help us to …
4____________________________
Listing the benefits
In the first instance, this would mean …
5____________________________
Summarising your proposal
So, basically, what we’re proposing is to …
6____________________________
Soliciting questions
Does anyone have any questions?
7____________________________

N

4A Put phrases a)–g) under the correct
headings below.
a) The main goal/objective of our proposal is to
b) The short-term/long-term benefits include …
c) To sum up, we’re proposing …
d) Is there anything that needs clarification?
e) This idea is feasible because …
f ) To start with, I’m going to talk briefly about …
g) We’re going to build/develop/come up with …

U

Istanbul

E

Beijing

5 Some of the sentences below contain extra words. Cross out the
extra words and tick the correct sentences.
1 Hello, everyone. To start up with, I’m going to talk briefly about
Manor Studios.
2 Just to give a bit of background information, Manor Studios was
where some great films were made in the 1930s, but it’s now very
run down.
3 The main goals objective of our proposal is to start a project to
renovate the building.
4 The aim of the project is to use the building as a film museum.
5 What we plan to do is but renovate the main studio and paint the
whole building.
6 We’re going to build a new entrance and knock down some walls.
7 This idea is too feasible because the buildings and the location still
have great potential.
8 This solution will help us to put Manor Studios to use in the
community.
9 In the first of instance, our plan would mean an investment of about
one million euros.
10 The long-term benefits include bringing jobs and tourism to the area.
11 So, basically, what is we’re proposing is to re-establish the building in
the community as a film museum.
12 So that’s our plan. Is there anything that needs the clarification?

B Which expressions were used by the speaker
in Exercise 3A? Read audio script 3.3 on page
167 to check.

➠ page 132 LANGUAGEBANK

1
2
3
4

Which two expressions mean we should put separate ideas together?
Which two expressions ask if there is flexibility to change a plan?
Which expression means we should think of an answer to a problem?
Which expression asks to rethink a problem?

SPEAKING
7A Work in groups. Think of an area you know, for example part of
your city, and make notes on the questions below.
1 What problems does the area have? Think about:
• buildings
• safety
• user-friendliness • appearance
• facilities
• noise levels
2 How could the area be improved?
3 What would be the benefits for the community?

B Your group is applying for a €1,000,000 grant to improve the

area. Plan a proposal using the structure in Exercise 4A. Decide who
will say which part and practise the proposal.

C Present your proposal to the class.
39
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3.4

AN AFRICAN JOURNEY
DVD PREVIEW
Work in pairs and discuss the questions.

1 Do you enjoy travelling? What are the best
and worst things about it?
2 What is your favourite way to travel? Why?
3 Have you ever visited (or heard about) a
country that you prefer to your own? Would
you like to live there? How would your
lifestyle change?

Watch the DVD and answer the questions.

1
2
3
4

How is Bamako changing?
What is Serpent’s family business?
Why is it successful?
How is cheaper technology transforming the lives of
people in Bamako?

4A
1
2
3

An African Journey

4
5

U

6

B Watch the DVD again to check.

5 Work in pairs. How do you think other cheaper
technologies could transform the lives of people in
developing countries? Think of specific examples.

SA

M
PL

E

fter four decades of reporting from the
continent, Jonathan Dimbleby returns to
Africa on a 7,000-mile journey to discover how
it is changing. He starts his African journey
in the capital of Mali, Bamako, the fastestgrowing African city. Here, he meets some of
the individuals who are changing the face of the
continent. As new and cheaper technologies
arrive in Mali, they are rapidly changing the
lives of many of Mali’s inhabitants. Jonathan
finds the city in the grip of moped mania
and meets Serpent and his brother, who are
running a successful family business.

Complete the extracts.
This series is not about failure or despair, but _____
and hope.
West Africa’s largest nation is the Republic of _____.
I’m using the fastest-growing means of transport
here, the _____.
There are now more than _____ mopeds in a city of
two million people.
The economy has grown on average by _____
percent a year for over a decade.
It takes _____ minutes to put [a moped] together.

IT

2 Read the programme information. What do
you think Serpent’s family business might be?

A

3

N

1

DVD VIEW
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writeback a proposal

6A

3.4 Listen to two people from Canada and Argentina.
Make notes on what they say about their countries.

B Compare your notes in pairs. What do they say in answer to
the questions below? Which questions don’t they answer?

1 What is special about your country?
2 What are the highs and lows of living in your country?
3 How would you describe your country geographically? What
features would you focus on in a documentary about your
country?
4 Is your country experiencing any particular changes at the
moment? Do you feel strongly about any of them?
5 Does your country have any interesting customs or events?
What are they?
6 What are the similarities and differences between your country
and your neighbouring countries?

The music of our heritage
This documentary would examine the
importance of the National Folkloric Festival
(Festival Nacional de la Mejorana) in
Panama. The mejorana is a small guitar,
and the music and dance associated with it
form an important part of Panama’s cultural
heritage. Nowadays though, fewer people
know how to make the instrument or how to
play it.
The aim of the documentary would be
to film the four-day festival in order to
raise awareness of the mejorana and the
consequences of losing this tradition in
favour of more modern music.
During the festival, groups from all around
the country gather to enjoy Panamanian
folklore. There are musical performances,
dances, singing, bull fights, traditional
competitions and an ox-cart parade. It
is a colourful and spectacular occasion.
The documentary would highlight the
atmosphere at the festival, filming music
and dance performances, and interview
young and old visitors to gather opinion
about the importance of the mejorana and of
protecting the traditional customs that are an
integral part of Panamanian life.

N

C Listen again. How do the speakers complete the key phrases?
Check your answers in audio script 3.4 on page 167.

8A Read the sample proposal. Do you
think this pitch would receive funding?
Why/Why not?

IT

speakout your country

M
PL

E

U

keyphrases
(Canada) has one of the highest … in the world.
On the downside, I suppose, you have to deal with …
I would describe (Canada) as geographically …
We’re very lucky in (Canada) to have …
Undoubtedly one of the best things about (Argentina) is the …
People are very warm … and we’ve got a great sense of …
(Argentinians), we’ve got a sense of longing for …

7A

SA

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in Exercise
6B. Do you have similar answers?

B Work in groups. Read the instructions for developing a

B Write a short proposal (200–250

words) for your documentary idea. Use the
instructions in Exercise 7B.

documentary proposal. Decide what you would include in
a programme about your country and make notes.
Lights, camera, action!

You need to pitch a plan for a short
documentary about your country. Think about
your audience – who is the documentary for?
Think about your purpose – what issue would
you like to focus on? What do you want people
to learn from your video? What attitude do you
want them to leave with? Think about your
plan – how will you make your information
engaging and appealing? Who/Where will you
film? Will you include interviews? What will
you call the documentary?

C Present your ideas to the class.
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3.5

LOOKBACK

LANDSCAPES
1A Match the sentence halves.

c)
d)
e)
f)

3A

Read about three places.
Complete the descriptive adjectives.
1 The Pear Tree is a g_______, dark
bar which has live bands playing
every night. It’s quite
p_______ with uncomfortable
wooden chairs and there isn’t
much space, but it’s a great place
for musicians and artists to gather.
2 Jackie Brown’s Café is a large café
with a r_______ interior. Set in
a picturesque part of the city,
it is very a_______, with huge
windows that look out onto a big
park. People come to chat, drink
the excellent coffee and look at the
stunning views.
3 Bangles II is a bright, loud hangout
for the city’s trendsetters. It has
a g_______, multicoloured decor
and a DJ who plays hip hop and
acid jazz while the clientele sips
cocktails. A real summer hangout
with large windows, it gets
c_______ in winter.

It was a shabby little restaurant,
In the summer the normally calm,
Hong Kong is a
Loreto is an ancient
With its largely unspoilt
The beach was completely
hillside town with cobbled streets.
deserted and not safe for
swimming.
tranquil streets fill with tourists.
but the food was exquisite.
natural beauty, Vietnam is a top
tourist destination.
bustling, fascinating city.

B Choose three adjectives from

E

U

N

Exercise 1A. Use them to describe
places you know to your partner.
shabby –The tapas bar near where I
live has been run by the same couple
for thirty years. It’s a bit shabby now
and needs to be redecorated.

B Work in pairs and discuss which

places in exercise 3A you would
most like to visit regularly/work in.

M
PL

NOUN PHRASES

2A

Add detail to sentences 1–4
using words/phrases in the box.

RELATIVE CLAUSES

SA

cups of
old
brand-new
steaming hot
top-of-the-range
five-mile-long
farm
laptop
on top of the hill
cross-country
Japanese green
to keep me awake
in the rain
with all the latest graphic technology
1
2
3
4

I drink tea.
They bought the house.
I bought a computer.
She went for a run.

B Work in pairs and take turns.
Extend the descriptions of the
nouns in the box by adding one
extra piece of information each
time.
a book coffee a cake
cigars the house a day

A: an old book
B: an old book with torn-out pages

with riddles 1–4.

Are you asleep? lead in a pencil
a hole a chick in an egg

MAKING A PROPOSAL

5 Work in pairs and complete the
proposal. You may need to add
more than one word in each gap.
1 Just _____ give _____ background
information, I have ten years’
experience in marine research.
2 _____ main objective _____
proposal _____ get funds for
marine research in Australia.
3 _____ aim _____ project _____
document the gradual destruction
of Australia’s Barrier Reef.
4 _____ plan _____ is measure the
coral every week for a year.
5 Then _____ come up _____ a plan
to minimise the damage.
6 _____ idea _____ feasible _____
it follows previous research on the
reef.
7 I hope _____ solution _____ help
_____ slow down the destruction
of the reef.
8 _____ first instance, _____ mean
talking to Australian authorities
about the problem.
9 _____ long-term benefits _____
preserving the reef with all its
diversity of marine life.
10 _____ basically, _____ proposing
is _____ carry out the study in a
year and find solutions after that.
11 _____ anyone _____ questions?

IT

1
2
3
4
5
6
a)
b)

C Match the answers in the box

ADJECTIVES

4A Underline the correct
alternatives to complete the riddles.
1 I am taken from a mine and shut
in a wooden case of which/from
which/which I am never released,
but almost everyone uses me.
What am I?
2 I have a little house which I live
alone/that I live alone/in which I live
alone. It has no doors or windows
and if I want to go out, I have to
break through the wall. What am I?
3 What is one question to which you
can never answer ‘yes’/which you
can never answer ‘yes’/that you can
never answer ‘yes’ for?
4 A barrel of water weighed
ten pounds. Someone added
something to it, to which point/by
when/at which point it weighed four
pounds. What did they add?
B Try to solve the riddles without
looking at the answers.

VIDEO PODCAST
Watch people
talking about travel
plans and experiences
on ActiveBook or on
the website.

ic BBC
Authent

s

interview

www.pearsonELT.com/speakout
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UNIT 9
SPEAKING
Choose sculptures to suit
clients’ needs
Ask creative questions
Rant or rave
Recommend a cultural
place
LISTENING
Listen to people talking about
where they get their ideas

9

Listen to rants and raves

IT

Watch a BBC documentary
about an art gallery

N

UNIT

READING
Read about living statues
Read a review of a
television programme

U

WRITING
Write a review

E

Write a recommendation

SA

M

PL

BBC CONTENT
Video podcast: Do you do
anything creative in your life?
	DVD: The Culture Show:
Tate Modern is 10!

inspiration
Living art

p104

Feeling inspired

p107

Love it or hate it

p110

Tate Modern is 10!

p112

9.1

9.1 LIVING ART
GRAMMAR | tenses for unreal situations

VOCABULARY | the arts

HOW TO | describe unreal situations

A

1A Look at three works of art that have been displayed
in Trafalgar Square, London. What do you think of each
‘statue’?
B Work in two groups. Group A: look at box A. Group B:
look at box B. Answer questions 1–4 below.

A
unconventional thought-provoking moving bleak
impressive compelling charming well-received
poignant

overrated offbeat
dramatic stunning

stylish amusing striking
heart-breaking subtle

B

PL
E

C Work with a student from the other group. Teach them

your words. Think of films, books, music or works of art
that fit the adjectives in Exercise 1B. Think of as many as
you can in two minutes.
The film Avatar was stunning.

D

reading
2A Read the title of the article. What do you think it is
about?
B Read the article to check your ideas.

104

3

Match paragraphs 1–6 with headings a)–f).

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The first and the last
Amusing or thought-provoking? What the ‘artists’ did
Up on the plinth – the artists’ viewpoint
Antony Gormley’s ‘One and Other’
What to do with the fourth plinth
The computer’s choice: art for everyone by everyone

SA

M

9.1 Say the words in Exercise 1B aloud. Which three
words are spelt differently from their pronunciation?
Listen and repeat.
thought-provoking …

In English, many words look different from the way they
sound. Sometimes, combinations of letters in the middle of
words aren’t pronounced in the way we expect. What are
the silent letters in the following words: whistling, cupboard,
foreigner, mosquito? Now say the whole word.

6A

U

1 Which words do you know? Use a dictionary to check the
meaning of unknown words.
2 Which art forms do you think these words usually
describe?
3 Which words can be used about people?
4 Can you use any of the words to describe the art in the
photos?

speakout TIP

I

N
IT

B

grammar verb tenses for unreal situations

n London’s Trafalgar Square stand three statues. These depict
old soldiers – British heroes who helped build its empire.
The fourth plinth (the base on which a statue stands) stood
empty for years, engendering a national debate about what
should go on it. Should it be a statue of another British hero
– Winston Churchill, for example, or John Lennon? Should it
be a striking piece of modern art or something representative
of modern multicultural Britain? While the debate went on,
Antony Gormley, one of Britain’s best-known sculptors, was
asked to orchestrate a project to fill the plinth for 100 days.
2 Gormley decided to offer the plinth to members of the
public, who would stand, sit or lie on it in their own piece
of performance art. While there, they could speak of their
preoccupations, stand up (literally) for their beliefs, reveal
their fantasies, or simply enact their everyday lives in front of
onlookers. It was an unconventional project, bringing the world
of reality TV onto the street. It was called ‘One and Other’ and
would have a different person occupying the plinth every hour
for twenty-four hours. The plan was to develop a compelling
portrait of the UK in the twenty-first century. Gormley also
seemed to be challenging the idea that only famous old soldiers
or politicians should be depicted in statues.
3 Gormley invited the public to submit their names for a spot
on the plinth. They didn’t need to say what they were planning
to do once they were there. Rather than select from the 14,500
entries according to artistic skill or ambition, participants
were chosen at random by a computer. They ranged in age
from sixteen to eighty-three and their professions covered the
full spectrum of British life, from professors to blacksmiths to
rubbish collectors.
4 The first ‘living statue’ was housewife Rachel Wardell, who
took her place on the plinth on Monday 6 July, 2009. She did it
‘to show my kids that you can do and be part of anything’. The
last was a medical photographer, Emma Burns, who read out a
moving short story about the ninety-six victims of a disaster at
a British football stadium in the 1980s. She overran her hour,
but as there was no one to take her place, she was allowed to
finish.
5 In between Wardell and Burns, there were 2,398 others. They
came up with wildly different ways to spend their sixty minutes
of fame, some thought-provoking, some poignant, some
amusing. Darren Cooper performed a silent disco for an hour,
while fifty of his friends stood below, listening to the same
music at the same time on their headphones. Jane Clyne dressed
up as a bee to highlight the decline in the numbers of bees due
to environmental damage. Heather Pringle, a student, marked
her twentieth birthday on the plinth, and celebrated with a solo
birthday party. David Rosenberg, a forty-one-year-old designer
from London, used a folding pink bicycle to generate electricity
to light up his suit.
6 And what was it like up on the fourth plinth? Did the
performers have to put up with nerves and noisy onlookers?
Cooper said, ‘I was quite nervous at first, but once I started
dancing, the nerves went away and I had the best time.’ Rachel
Lockwood said, ‘It felt very peaceful and serene on the plinth
looking down at everyone living their lives. All I could hear was
the noise of the fountains and the traffic below. I felt like I was
isolated and in a bubble.’ Martin Douglas said, ‘It was strangely
voyeuristic watching people go about their daily lives. Not
many people look up, you know!’
1

VOCABULARY adjectives: the arts

Sixty minutes of fame: living statues

C

4 Find words/expressions in the article with the
following meanings.
1 show (paragraph 1)
2 leading to (paragraph 1)
3 organise (paragraph 1)
4 worries or concerns (paragraph 2)
5 people who are watching (paragraph 2)
6 unsystematically (paragraph 3)
7 range (paragraph 3)
8 went on longer than (paragraph 4)
9 calming (paragraph 6)
10 as if someone enjoys watching other people’s private lives
(paragraph 6)
5 Discuss. What do you think of the project? Have there
been any similar projects in your country?

Read some comments on the ‘One and Other’
project. Which ones do you agree with?
1 This is great. It’s about time people realised that art is
for everyone.
2 These are normal people acting as if they were artists,
but what they’re doing isn’t art.
3 I wish I was brave enough to do something like that in
front of everyone. I admire them for their courage.
4 Imagine you had sixty minutes to perform in public. I
think it would be hard.
5 I’d rather nobody noticed me in public. I’d hate to be
up there.
6 What if I had been on the plinth? I’d have done
something about world peace.

B Look at the underlined clauses in the comments
above and answer the questions.

1 Which tense are the final verbs in each underlined
clause? One of the verbs is a different tense. Which
one?
2 Do these situations refer to a) the past, or b) an
imaginary/hypothetical situation?
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7

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
time
was

rather
hadn’t

would

imagine

if

had

1 He walked in here as though he ______ a hero.
2 If only I ______ lost my lottery ticket, I’d be rich!
3 It’s ______ you stopped complaining and did
something!
4 Supposing you ______ seen her! What would you
have said?
5 I’d ______ nobody knew about my plans.
6 Hey, ______ you could speak twenty languages!
Wouldn’t that be amazing?
7 What ______ you could retire right now? Would you?
8 I ______ sooner do a research paper than take the
exam.

8

Answer the questions. Then compare your answers
with other students.
1 Would you rather somebody took you to a film or to
the theatre? A rock concert or a ballet?
2 Imagine you could own any painting or sculpture in
the world. Which would you choose?
3 Supposing you were asked to act in a soap opera.
Under what conditions would you accept?
4 If someone from your home town said, ‘It’s time we
did something cultural,’ what would you suggest?

105

9.1

GRAMMAR | adverbials

SPEAKING

10A

Read three extracts from the article on page 105 and
answer the questions below.
a) While there [on the plinth], they could stand up for their beliefs.
b)	They came up with wildly different ways to spend their sixty
minutes of fame.
c)	Did the performers have to put up with nerves and noisy
onlookers?
1 Underline the multi-word verbs. What do they mean?
2 Is it possible to split three-part multi-word verbs? (Can we say:
he came up with an idea and he came up an idea with?)
3 Where is the main stress on three-part multi-word verbs?

B Read the advice for learning multi-word verbs. Which pieces
of advice do you agree with?

1 Write full examples of multi-word verbs in your notebook
because they are best understood in context.
2 Learn all the meanings of the most common phrasal verbs by
heart. The top ten are go on, carry out, set up, pick up, go back,
come back, go out, point out, find out, come up.
3 Never use phrasal verbs in formal English.
4 Don’t learn long lists of multi-word verbs because there are too
many and they have different meanings. Instead, ‘discover’ them
in texts.
5 Learn the general meanings of some particles (see page 61)
because you can sometimes guess the meaning of the multi-word
verb from the particle.
6 Group the multi-word verbs either by topic (e.g. friendship: get
on, fall out), main verb (e.g. get up, get over), or particle (e.g. come
up, eat up) in your notebook.

U

11 Choose the correct multi-word verb to
complete each sentence.
1 You stole the money, but you’ll never get away
with/get round to it!
2	I’ve been meaning to write to Sally but I never
get away with/get round to it.
3 I don’t really go along with/go in for dangerous
sports; I prefer golf.
4 I’m happy to go along with/go in for your plans.
5 Because of the price, I don’t know if we’ll
buy the flat; it’ll all come up with/come down to
money.
6 We have twenty-four hours to come up with/
come down to a plan to save this company!
7 I’m not going to put down to/put up with this
noise for one minute longer!
8	He had problems reading, which he put down
to/put up with his poor education.
9 You have to stand up for/stand up to that bully,
or he’ll walk all over you.
10 My father taught me to stand up for/stand up to
my beliefs.
11 I hope to catch up with/catch on to you at the
party next month.
12 The police will never catch up with/catch on to
this little scam!

N
IT

B Look at the list of common collocations below. Does it

PL
E

VOCABULARY PLUS three-part multi-word verbs

HOW TO | give a review

3A Write a list of all the phrases you can think of which
use the words idea or ideas. You have two minutes.
have an idea, think of an idea …

M

B Work in groups and discuss your choices.

VOCABULARY | ideas

VOCABULARY   ideas

12 Choose three questions to answer.
Compare your answers in pairs.
1 Is there anything you’ve wanted to do for a long
time but haven’t got round to?
2 When you need ideas desperately, how do you
come up with them?
3 What irritations of modern life do you find
difficult to put up with?
4 Is there anyone from your past you’d love to
catch up with?
5 Do you go in for any dangerous sports or do
you prefer a quiet life?
6 Can you think of a time when you stood up for
your beliefs?

SA

9A You are an art dealer. Read about your
clients 1–3 and look at the sculptures on
this page and on page 162. Decide which
sculpture to recommend to each company.
1 Icontech.com is an internet start-up run by
twenty-one-year-old twins. There is no one
over thirty in the company and everyone
wears jeans and shorts. The company
recently relocated to a stylish
one-storey office. The owners want a
dramatic sculpture for the roof. It must fit their
company motto: Live for Now.
2 Daniels and Stone is a conservative, traditional law firm. The new
boss wants a more exciting image for the firm, but doesn’t want
to offend old clients. He is looking for a sculpture to go outside
the main entrance of the building.
3 Green Tuesdays Ltd is a company that sells organic food. It is
run by fifteen ex-hippies who live in a multi-coloured bus. In two
years, the company has expanded by 180 percent and now has
a stunning new office building surrounded by trees and hills. The
owners want a striking sculpture to go in reception.
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listening
1A

Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
1 Where do you think people in different jobs might find
inspiration, e.g. musicians, artists, writers, designers, chefs,
architects?
2 Write a list of six ways to find inspiration.

B

9.2 Listen to four people talking about where they
get their ideas. Make notes about what their job is and
where they get their inspiration.

C Did the speakers mention any of the ideas from your
list in Exercise 1A?

2A

Answer the questions.

1 Why does the writer like to do the washing up?
2 Why does the artist like photos? What does she do with
them?
3 Why does the chef enjoy using old recipe books that he
has had for a while?
4 What kinds of things does the fashion designer put on her
inspiration board? How does it work?

B Listen again to check your answers.
C Discuss. What do you think of the ideas suggested?

What kinds of things do you do when you’re looking for
new ideas/inspiration?
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9.2

FEELING INSPIRED

include any of the phrases on your list? Can you think of
other ways to express the phrases in bold?
1 He’s always coming up with novel ideas.
2 I’m toying with the idea of going back to college.
3 What gave you the idea for the book?
4 The idea came to me while I was having a bath.
5 We had a meeting to brainstorm ideas for the new
advertising campaign.
6 We hit on the idea of renting a cottage.
7 Whose bright idea was it to leave the washing out in the
rain?
8 The company is looking for people who can come up with
original ideas.
9 It seemed like a good idea at the time.
10 Camping in the middle of winter was a ridiculous idea.

C Answer the questions.
a) Which phrase is often used ironically (to mean the
opposite of what you say)?
b) Which phrases talk about having new ideas?
c) Which phrase is used when you’re considering something?
d) Which phrases refer to bad ideas?

4A Which phrases in Exercise 3B could you use to talk
about the following situations?
1 Your younger brother is thinking about going to university,
but isn’t sure if he wants to.
2 Your business has a new product and is looking for some
new ideas for ways to sell it.
3 You’ve been wondering what to do for your birthday, and
when you were out today you suddenly had an idea.
4 You convinced your family to go out for a walk, but the
weather turned bad and now everyone’s in a bad mood.
B Choose two or three phrases in Exercise 3B. Write

sentences to describe situations in which you might use
the phrase. Read your sentences to a partner. Try to guess
the phrase.

speakout TIP
The collocations in Exercise 3 were taken from the
Longman Advanced Dictionary of Contemporary English. Most
good dictionaries will show lists of common collocations.
Use a good dictionary and find some common collocations
for the word creativity. Write them in your notebook.
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9.2

9.2
grammar adverbials

WRITING a review

5A Read the six suggestions for finding inspiration. Tick
any ideas you like.

9A Read the review of a television programme
and answer the questions.
1 What kind of programme is this?
2 Who is it suitable for?
3 Is the review positive or negative?
4 Would you watch this based on the review?

B Work in pairs. Cover the text and try to remember the
six ideas.

6A Look at the underlined adverbials in the text.
Replace them with the words/phrases in the box.
most probably
alone
at the same time
to keep track of his observations
willingly

B Read the guidelines for writing a review.
annually
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7A Expand sentences 1–6 using the adverbials in a)–f).
Make sure you put each adverbial in the correct position.
1 I 1totally forgot to call you 2 yesterday 3 to tell you about
this great idea I’ve had.
2 We 1______ go walking 2______ 3______.
3 I can 1______ change the appointment 2______ 3______.
4 I 1______ like to facebook friends 2______ 3______.
5 I 1______ like to take things easy 2______.
6 I’ll 1______ try to visit my family 2______.
a) to make it more convenient / easily / for you
b) to find out what they’ve been doing / generally / in the
evenings when I’m at home
c) next time I’m in the area / probably
d) totally / to tell you about this great idea I’ve had /
yesterday
e) at the weekends / usually
f ) in the mountains near our house / regularly / during the
holidays

B Choose two sentences from Exercise 7A. Expand them
in a different way to make them true for you. Compare
your sentences in pairs.

extending your sphere of interest with hobbies. Many great
inventors worked on several projects simultaneously. Darwin
had no fewer than sixteen hobbies.

3 Take a reading sabbatical. Bill Gates takes two weeks off

U

2 Create a ‘coffee house’ culture in your brain by

PL
E

C Find at least three other examples of adverbials in the
text.

Charles Darwin kept a rigorous system of notebooks for his
ideas and he reread them frequently. These days, we have
Google Docs. Use a ‘spark file’ to keep track of interesting
ideas and websites you come across.

a year just to read. This isn’t practical for most people, but you
can adopt the principle. Save up everything you want to read
around a topic and then take a long weekend to do nothing
but read.

4 Learn to share. George Bernard Shaw said, ‘If you have an
apple and I have an apple and we exchange these apples then
you and I will still each have one apple. But if you have an idea
and I have an idea and we exchange these ideas, then each of
us will have two ideas.’ Share your ideas readily, both online
and offline.

M

Which adverbials in the text describe:
1 how something happens/should happen? (adverbial of
manner)
2 when something happens? (adverbial of time)
3 how often something happens? (adverbial of frequency)
4 the probability of something happening? (adverbial of
probability)
5 why something happened? (adverbial of purpose)

1 Cultivate your imagination. Write everything down.

5 Spend time on your own. Every once in a while, find

space and time to just relax and be by yourself. Solitude bears
surprising fruit.

SA

Rule:
An adverbial gives us additional information about a verb,
an adjective or another adverb. It can be a single word
(frequently, eventually) or a group of words (on your own,
for his ideas) which act together to give detail.

N
IT

B Read the rule and answer the questions.

6 Try new things. Doing the same thing every day does little
to spark your creative genius. Put yourself in new situations
and try new experiences. This will almost certainly allow your
brain to make new and interesting connections.

SPEAKING
8A

Work in groups. Write a list of ‘creative’ questions
you could ask a stranger in order to get to know them. Try
to think of questions you have never been asked before.
If you were a colour, what colour would you be?
If you could change the world, where would you start?

B Work with a different group. Ask and answer your
questions, making your answers as interesting as
possible.

C Use your answers to tell the class two things they

Which ones does the Wallace and Gromit review
follow? How could it be improved?
1	Try to be both informative and entertaining.
2	Give an account of the subject in question (the
book, film, play or event) and offer a reasoned
opinion about its qualities. Report on the
content, the approach and the scope of the
work.
3	Your audience may or may not have heard
about the work in detail. Make sure your review
caters for those who have and those who
haven’t.
4	Even with a short review, try to follow a clear
structure. Include:
• a brief introduction.
• a description of contents.
• an assessment of value.
• a comparison with others.
• a conclusion.

LEARN TO use a range of vocabulary
10A Work in pairs. Think of synonyms for the
words/phrases below.
1 unusual/peculiar
2 very clever
3 very pleased
4 extremely interesting
5 at first
6 unusual adventures
7 happily
8 funny and enjoyable
9 extremely attractive or beautiful
B Find synonyms for words/phrases 1–9 in the
review. Compare them with your own ideas.

speakout TIP
Make your review interesting by using a
variety of adjectives, e.g. good = excellent,
superb, top quality, terrific, exceptional,
etc. Qualify the adjectives you use in
a review with adverbs, e.g. absolutely
gripping, completely credible, quite heavygoing. Find examples of adverb + adjective
combinations in the review in Exercise 9A.

Wallace & Gromit’s World Of Invention
Wallace and Gromit hit the world stage in 1993 when
their short film The Wrong Trousers won an Academy
Award. Since then, the animated duo – an eccentric
cheese-loving inventor Wallace, and his quiet but highly
intelligent dog, Gromit – have become some of the best
known and best loved stars to come out of the UK. I was
absolutely delighted to discover they are back on our
screens with a new BBC series, Wallace & Gromit’s World
of Invention.
In the series, Wallace and Gromit explore the wonders
of the natural world and look at inventions inspired by
Mother Nature. They travel to various locations around
the world to meet inventors working on some really
fascinating projects. Among them are a robot that takes
its inspiration from a Venus fly trap and an artificial gill
which allows a person to breathe under water.
I had initially expected the whole show to be animated.
Much though I am a fan of this comic duo and their
extraordinary escapades, I was pleasantly surprised
to find that Wallace, in his animated form, just plays
host to the show, introducing the inventors and their
ideas. The rest of the filming is live, on location, and it
is this combination of humorous animation mixed with
stunning action segments that gives the show its appeal,
both entertaining and truly educational for adults and
children alike. Don’t miss it.

11 You have been asked to write an exhibition review for a
magazine. Read the exhibition description below. Then turn to page
163 and read some notes about it. Write a review based on the
notes (200–250 words).
Exhibition: Inventing the 21st Century
Folio Society Gallery, The British Library

Price: Free

In a celebration of British ingenuity, this exhibition explores
the stories behind some of the most iconic inventions of the
century’s first decade. Whether they are changing the world of
sport, fighting climate change, or just making life a bit easier,
each inventor has challenged the established way of doing things.
From Dyson’s revolutionary bladeless fan to President Obama’s
favourite dog bowl, trace the journey of an idea from that first
spark of inspiration to the development of a business. See original
drawings, patent specifications and the finished products.

didn’t know about you.
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9.3

9.3 LOVE IT OR HATE IT
FUNCTION | ranting/raving

VOCABULARY | express yourself

LEARN TO | use comment adverbials

LEARN TO use comment adverbials
5A

9.5 Listen to extracts from the rants/raves in
Exercise 2B and complete the sentences.
1 ________, it drives me up the wall.
2 I have, in the past, ________ raised my voice at tourists.
3 I’d ________ go back there again.
4 She was ________ good, honestly.
5 The restaurant was ________ overpriced.
6 ________ it’s hard to cook for a lot of people.

VOCABULARY express yourself
1A
1
2
3
4

Read the website extract and discuss the questions.

What kind of website does it talk about?
What kinds of things can you read about on this site?
Do you know of any other websites like this?
Do you think they are a good/bad idea? Why/Why not?

Love

it or hate it?

speakout TIP

U

N
IT

Do you ever find yourself hating something which
everyone else raves about? For me, it’s football and Coca
Cola. For my husband, it’s Marmite. Now you have the
chance to celebrate your individuality on rantrave.com.
This website claims to have a community of independent
thinkers who crave a fresh perspective and are always willing
to speak their mind.You can find more than just reviews here
– this is a place for people to rant and rave about anything
that’s on their mind, whether it’s paying for an overpriced
ticket, raving about a new album you’ve bought, or simply
complaining about football results. Sign up to rantrave.com
and start to let your feelings fly. Why not give the world a
piece of your mind, whether they like it or not?

extract mean?
1 rave (v, n)
2 rant (v, n)
3 crave a fresh perspective

4 speak their mind
5 let your feelings fly
6 a piece of your mind

C Complete the sentences with words/phrases in Exercise 1B.

FUNCTION ranting/raving
2A Choose three of the topics below. What do you think
people would rant or rave about for each one?
• people
• arts and entertainment
• products
• culture and lifestyle
• science and technology
• economy
• sports
• food
• travel speaker 1
• news and politics
B

9.3 Listen to people ranting and raving about different
things. Match each rant/rave with a topic in Exercise 2A.

C What did each person say about their topic?
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3A

Listen again and complete the phrases below.

Raving
It was the most wonderful/amazing/awesome …
It was absolutely 1________ /incredible.
It’s really the best (show) 2________.
There’s (absolutely) nothing 3________ than …
(It was) one of the most 4________ (sunsets) I’ve ever
seen.
I couldn’t believe my 5________ when …
It was idyllic.
It’s an all-time 6________.

M

Everything I read in the newspapers is the same. I really ______.
He went on a ______ about the evils of modern society.
That’s not acceptable. You should give the manager _____.
Don’t tell them they are wrong all the time. Let them _______.
I’ve never seen you so animated before. You really _______.
Rick loves to _______ about how wonderful life is in Australia.

SA

1
2
3
4
5
6

PL
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B What do you think the following words/phrases from the

Ranting
If there’s one thing I can’t 7________, it’s …
It drives me up the 8________.
It was absolutely 9________.
It was a total 10________ of money.
It’s not my style/kind of thing/cup of tea at all.

4

Match the sentence halves.

1 If there is one thing I can’t
2 We went to an exhibition at the Tate Modern, but I’m
afraid
3 The hotel had great reviews, but the service was
4 It was most definitely one of the funniest films
5 There’s nothing better than
6 It’s one of the most

Listen out for comment adverbials (absolutely, definitely,
obviously, totally, simply, undoubtedly, completely, surprisingly,
incredibly, etc.) to help you understand someone’s
viewpoint. Also, when you are talking, comment adverbials
which come at the beginning of the sentence can give you
thinking time (Honestly, Basically, Seriously, etc.).

B Choose the correct alternatives.
1 Honestly/Undoubtedly, I have no idea where you could
possibly find more delicious chocolates!
2 Incredibly/Basically, he’s just lazy.
3 Clearly/Completely, this was one of the more luxurious
hotels.
4 Not clearly/surprisingly, with high unemployment young
people are struggling to find jobs.
5 It’s quite basically/simply the most ridiculous idea I’ve ever
heard.
6 Undoubtedly/Completely, this is one of the top bands of
the moment.

C Work in pairs. Are the sentences in Exercise 5B rants
or raves? Choose one of the sentences and develop it
into a short conversation. Include two more comment
adverbials.

SPEAKING

a) absolutely horrendous.
b) a really well-made coffee, in a friendly and welcoming
café.
c) stand, it’s having to read a boring book.
d) spectacular shows ever. That’s why it’s been such a raving
success.
e) I’ve ever seen. I was on the floor with laughter.

6A Choose two or three topics from the list below.
Prepare to rant or rave about each topic. Make notes and
try to use comment adverbials.
• a restaurant you’ve enjoyed/been disappointed by
• a spectacular/ugly place you have visited
• an item of clothing you love/hate
• an actor or film you love/hate
• a piece of music/album you love/hate
•	something you bought recently which was a success/
disaster

f ) it wasn’t my cup of tea.

B Work in groups. Take turns to talk about your topics.
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B
9.4 Listen to the phrases. Notice how the
intonation changes for the positive and the negative
comments. Repeat the phrases.
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TATE MODERN

Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
1 How much do you know about famous art galleries,
museums and other cultural places in your city or
region? Which have you visited and why?
2 Are there any galleries, museums or cultural places
you would like to visit in other countries?

2 Read the programme information. What question
will the programme attempt to answer?

Tate Modern is 10!
A Culture Show Special

T

he Culture Show is a BBC programme
that looks at different aspects of the
arts, such as books, film, art, music and
fashion. In this episode, presenter and art
critic Matthew Collings celebrates the tenth
birthday of one of the world’s most popular
art galleries, London’s Tate Modern. The
programme asks why the gallery has been so
popular and examines how it has changed the
public’s perception of art.

3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4A

Answer the questions.

1 How many people visit Tate Modern each year?
2 What is the impressive thing about Tate Modern
even when it’s empty?
3 The presenter shows us two areas of Tate Modern:
the Turbine Hall and the higher floors. How are the
two areas different?
4 What years does the permanent collection cover?
5 What comparison does the presenter make between
modern artists like Henri Matisse and contemporary
artists like Gerhard Richter?
6 What is the final question that the presenter asks?

B Watch the DVD again to check.

5

SA

M

Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
1 The presenter describes one area of Tate Modern
as a ‘make-you-think’ theme park and a ‘philosophy
fairground’. Do these ‘happenings’ make you think,
or are they just for amusement?
2 The presenter says ‘this temple of the far-out [crazy
or strange things] has become a fixture in ordinary
people’s lives.’ Why do you think so many people go
to art galleries like Tate Modern? Is it because of the
art or are there other reasons?

112

6A

9.6  Listen to someone recommending a cultural visit
to a group of students. What is impressive about the place?
What subject do you think the students are studying?

Watch the DVD. Tick the works of art that you see.
a giant slide
a mechanical sun
a metal container that is completely dark inside
a giant spider
a work by Henri Matisse called The Snail
a portrait by Pablo Picasso
an animation of a cartoon girl
an old van with sledges coming out of the back door

B Listen again and tick the key phrases you hear.
keyphrases
It’s one of the world’s most recognisable
landmarks.
It’s an absolute must-see.
The most striking thing about it is …
The best time to go is …
What makes it so breathtaking is …
The building itself is obviously admired all over the
world.
It’s also been very influential in …
It makes an impression on you because …

N
IT

1

speakout recommend a cultural place

DVD view

7A

U

DVD preview

PL
E

9.4

Read the instructions and think about questions 1–3.
A group of students is coming to your city.
You have been asked to recommend a place
for them to visit. This place must be relevant
to their studies. You will also need to provide
a short oral introduction to the place, saying
why it is important today or how influential
it has been.
1 What are your visitors studying? Choose from:
architecture, art, fashion, engineering, design,
music, sport, business or history.
2 What place in your city will you recommend? It
could be a building, stadium, museum, street, etc.
3 In your introduction to the place, what will you tell
the students? Why are you recommending it?

B Work in groups and take turns to introduce
your cultural places. Listen to other students’
recommendations and ask questions.

writeback a recommendation
8A Read one post and one reply from
a travel forum. Why does the writer
recommend this place?
We are going to Cairo next month. Is there
anything we should particularly see or do apart
from the Great Pyramids and the Sphinx? We
are interested in culture and history.
Molly
Go to Khan el-Khalili, the downtown bazaar.
This is a wonderful place to browse. The bazaar
is huge so you’ll need several hours if you want
to see everything. You can buy all kinds of
things here, but it’s particularly good for handmade jewellery, precious stones, pottery, rugs
and all kinds of textiles. Don’t be shy about
haggling, either. The locals expect it and they
are very friendly and open. As soon as you
arrive, you’re hit with a sensual explosion –
noise, colour, smells, people everywhere. This
can get a bit overwhelming, but fortunately
there are several restaurants and coffee shops
where you can take refuge. The most famous
of these is El Fishawy, where the great writer
Naguib Mahfouz used to go. While in Khan
el-Khalili you should pause to appreciate
the architecture. For those who look closely
enough, there are many wonderful archways,
engraved doors and ornate decorations on
the walls. Overall, I’d say Khan el-Khalili is
unmissable for any visitor to Cairo. Just make
sure you take your camera and some money
for souvenirs.
Kim Hae-Jeng

B Write a comment for the forum about
somewhere you know (200 words).
Recommend the place, explaining why
visitors should see it.
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9.5

LOOKBACK

ADJECTIVES: THE ARTS

IDEAS

RANTING/RAVING

1 Underline the correct
alternatives.
1 The exhibition was very impressive/
overrated. No wonder it was sold
out.
2 What a compelling/well-received
film. I couldn’t stop watching.
3 The song is very poignant/subtle. It
reminds me of some hard times.
4 I don’t think this book is that good.
It’s stunning/overrated.
5 The movie was quite bleak/offbeat.
It was full of bizarre surprises.
6 That actress is extremely stylish/
thought-provoking. She always
dresses well.

3A Choose the correct option to
complete the sentences.
1	Oh no! The whole bookcase has
fallen over now. Whose ________
idea was it to move it?
a) toy
b) novel c) bright
2	We were completely at a loss until
we ________ on the idea of renting
out the office.
a) hit
b) had
c) held
3	What ________ him the idea of
becoming a circus performer? I have
no idea.
a) hit
b) gave c) had
4	If we don’t know what to do, I
suggest we ________ a few ideas.
a) toy b) original
c) brainstorm
5	I’ve never heard of that before.
What an ________ idea!
a) original b) origin c) originate
6	I’ve never heard of such a ________
idea in all my life.
a) ridiculous b) ridicule
c) ridiculously

5A Complete the conversations
with the words in the box.
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2A Read about a wish list for
the arts. Find and correct the six
mistakes.

B Work in pairs. Test each other on
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the phrases above.
A: We thought it was a good idea at
the time …
B: It seemed like a good idea.
A: Correct.
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B Write three sentences to describe
your own wish list for the arts.
Remember to use language for
unreal situations.

ever idyllic
thing

1 A:	What did you enjoy about the
film?
B:	The most _______ thing about it
was the cinematography. It was
spectacular!
2 A: Did you like his latest book?
B:	Yes, it’s an _______ classic. It’s
his best one yet.
3 A: Did you enjoy your holiday?
B:	Yes, it was the best holiday
_______.
4 A: Did you enjoy the exhibition?
B:	I’m afraid I didn’t. It’s not my
kind of _______.
5 A: Did you manage to get tickets?
B:	Yes, I couldn’t believe my
_______ when I saw there were
still some available.
6 A: It’s a four-star restaurant.
B:	I can hardly believe that. The
service was absolutely _______.
7 A:	What was the island like?
		B:	Oh it was _______. The beaches
were sandy and deserted and
the sea was a beautiful turquoise
blue.
8 A:	Is that new computer game you
bought good?
		B:	No, it was a total _______ of
money because it was the wrong
version for my computer.
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TENSES FOR UNREAL
SITUATIONS

It’s high time art forms like opera
are made accessible to the public.
Tickets should be cheap, and free
for children. Opera and theatre are
treated as though they’re for the elite,
but they’re about the same things that
are in the papers every day: jealousy,
passion, murder and blood feuds, and
it’s about time the public is having a
chance to enjoy them.
I’d sooner TV isn’t overtaken by
sites like YouTube. The do-ityourself culture has its benefits, but
people talk as if anyone can make a
masterpiece on camera. They can’t
and that’s why TV will survive.
Finally, it’s time schoolteachers
will think outside the box. What if
circus skills were taught in schools?
Supposing kids having a chance
to learn how to juggle, swing on
a trapeze and be real clowns? I’m
sure millions of kinaesthetic learners
would rather they are spending their
days doing this than sitting at desks
doing worksheets.

horrendous amazing
luck all-time waste

4A Work in pairs. Try to expand the
sentences as much as possible by
adding different adverbials.
1 I eat chocolate.
A: I always eat chocolate.
B: I always eat chocolate at the end
of the day.
A: I always greedily eat chocolate at
the end of the day.
2
3
4
5
6
7

I like music.
He left the office.
We agreed to pay.
We went there.
I love the way she speaks.
He cooks.

B Work in pairs and practise the
conversations.

VIDEO PODCAST
Watch people
talking about the
creative activities
they do on
ActiveBook or on
the website.

B Compare your sentences with
other students.
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